A throw-back to the Industrial Age our, Solfeggio Large Chandelier is made of metal in an oil-rubbed bronze finish. The frame dangles opaque glass shades in a time-honored shape that have been popular for centuries. They will glow softly when the black chandelier is switched on. We also offer the Solfeggio in a small chandelier and as a pendant.

**Price:** $4,788 /item

**Was:** $5,320 /item

**DESCRIPTION**

A throw-back to the Industrial Age our, Solfeggio Large Chandelier is made of metal in an oil-rubbed bronze finish. The frame dangles opaque glass shades in a time-honored shape that have been popular for centuries. They will glow softly when the black chandelier is switched on. We also offer the Solfeggio in a small chandelier and as a pendant.

**DIMENSIONS**

48”W x 48”D x 32”L

**CONDITION**

Not Yet Made - Made To Order

**BRAND**

Currey & Company

**MATERIALS**

Glass, Metal

**SHIPPING**

Estimated In-Home Delivery to 97818 - $549

**LISTED BY**

Marjorie Skouras Design LLC in Merida Centro, YUC

**SELLER REFERENCE NUMBER**

9000-0588

**CHAIRISH REFERENCE NUMBER**

3385234

**PRODUCT URL**